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Norwalk Dad's App Helps Parents Keep An Eye
On Kids Online

Kwicklook, launched this month by Norwalk's Chuck Chesler, links
parents to kids' Facebook, Twitter, and other social media accounts.
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NORWALK, Conn. – Norwalk resident Chuck Chesler thinks he’s found a way for parents to keep tabs
on their kids online without being too invasive.

Chesler recently launched KwickLook, an online app that collects social media feeds in one place so
parents can take a “quick look” at what their kids are posting and looking at. The application can link to
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube and pool all feeds into a single dashboard.

"KwickLook was not created to monitor every portion of a child’s computer time,” the website says. “Just
a simple quick glance at their social media activity to make sure that you are comfortable with whom
your children are interacting with, what they are posting, and what other people are saying.”

The application still lets parents click through to any individual post on the dashboard to get more detail
from the source website. The system also lets parents keep tabs on multiple social media accounts
without signing up for the services themselves.

“Many parents have a Facebook account and have friended their children,” Chesler said in a press
release. “The reality is that most kids aren’t even using Facebook for that exact reason.”

Chesler added the idea was inspired in part by his experiences with his own two children, ages 11 and
13.

“Most parents do a great job teaching their children right from wrong, and most kids are great children,”
Chesler said. “We also live in a constantly evolving world and are responsible for our children’s online
as well as offline activities. I just needed an easy way to take a quick glance at what my children were
saying online and what other children were saying about them.”

The system is free to use for the first month and $2.99 per month afterward. For more information, visit
the KwickLook website.
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